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Opening the Lens ... 
Notes from the LMDA Dramaturgy Mini-Conference - Day One: July 8, 2003 
by Nicole Stamp 
In a sleepy muggy, and cavernous theatre, 50 surprisingly alert people met for a conversation about 
dramaturgy and the process of creating and mounting new works of theatre. Chair Brian Quirt paid 
special attention to the objectives of: 
(a) "opening the lens" to other places, thus avoiding Torontocentricity (that may not be a real
word but I'm sure you'll agree it damn well should be, and we can start by applying it to practically 
everything that happens in Ontario, this conference happily excepted). 
(b) networking: attendees were urged to consider themselves participants, not observers. Quirt
pointed out that the most useful part of a conference is meeting other artists during lunch; so this 
conference involved lengthy, engaging introductions and generous breaks. 
Quirt asked each person in the room to introduce him/herself, speak about upcoming projects, and 
identify the specific "dramaturgical itch" which had prompted their attendance. The itches were 
varied and interesting, and could have warranted an conference of their own for scratching. Here 
are a few notables: (BTW, I'm no stenographer, so these are paraphrased. Sue me for libel at 
nicolestamp @ hotmail.com). 
• Too much of Canadian Theatre is product-driven. While a traditional goal of arts funding has
been to create new Canadian work, perhaps a new goal should be to create a support for the
PROCESS of creating new work. Also, how can we acquire the vocabulary to seduce commercial
interest into arts funding? (Denis LeFebvre, Arts Programme Coordinator, Laidlaw Foundation)
• How best to dramaturge movement-based, textless pieces? (Glenda Sterling, Albertan Actor,
Director, Dramaturg, and Movement Coach)
• What can you tell me so I can go home and dramaturge confidently, and when challenged, say
"Listen you, I was at the Dramaturg Conference and this is what a dramaturg is SUPPOSED to do,
so SHADDAP!" (Richard Vaillancourt, Cobblestone Festival)
• How do you effectively dramaturge by e-mail? (Joanna Falck, Literary Assistant, Tarragon)
• Why do we need dramaturgs anyway? Shakespeare never had one. I want someone to tell me
how his plays would've been better if he'd had one. (Jonathan DeSouza, London Ont. playwright,
actor, and musician)
• How can I create a vibrant collective piece with the dramaturgical foresight to avoid the plague of
the "episodic pastiche"? (Simon Heath, AD of SHED Co., Toronto)
• How come my finely honed dramaturgical skills vanish when I'm the one who wrote the play?
(David Copelin)
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